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Context and highlights
2018 once again saw a strong staff team mixed with new and longstanding educators continuing to authentically work
towards a shared vision of providing a place where children are valued as competent and capable citizens of their
community with rights and every decision that is made by the educators reflects this belief. A strong Governing Council
Committee supported the educators to improve on processes used to effectively communicate to families about their
child's daily learning experiences through the use of the Seesaw app. and emails, as well as improve on our Sun
Protection policy to embed authentic learning of UV rating and the use of the Sunsmart app. each day with the children to
determine if sunscreen and hats are required throughout each day. Fundraising efforts were commendable with all profits
going towards installing a 4th toilet and 4th hand basin to be able to increase our physical capacity leading to an increase
for 2019 to allow 110 children to attend Madge Sexton Kindergarten to cater for the high demand for places, as well as
provide extra staffing, giving us another fulltime teacher for 2019. Monies also went towards the exciting outdoor learning
environment works with Climbing Tree including; new vegetable garden and propagation area with shade structure,
improved mudpit area complete with water pump and shade structure, complete overhaul of slide, ropes and fairy garden
areas to include as much challenge and risk taking as the safety standards will allow. More outdoor works will continue in
2019. Madge Sexton Kindergarten continued work in the Sea and Vines Partnership in a variety of ways to advocate for
the competent and capable child with rights and continuity of learning for children with a B-12 focus. A very successful
transition to school was supported for all children through MSK's commitment to working in partnership with feeder schools
and being involved to the highest level possible. Community Research Project work continued for it's 3rd year, working
closely with more businesses within our local community and making the competent and capable child visible in our local
community. Buddy classes were formed with a MVPS Year 5/6 class with the intent of supporting children with their
transition to school through engaged learning in "school" spaces and structures and the formation of relationships. Big
Ideas in Number and phonological awareness experiences were embedded leading to excellent outcomes for children.

Report from the preschool management committee
One of the two notable highlights included the upgrade of the children’s toilet facilities. An additional fourth toilet was
added as well as a fourth hand basin, lowering of the mirrors and basins, and also a relocation of the original laundry. This
upgrade not only aided in the children’s toileting and sanitary needs but also allowed the Centre to increase their annual
intake of children every year thereafter, from (88 to 110). Which in turn has also opened the Department to give funding
for extra staffing. The second highlight was the start and ongoing upgrade of the much anticipated outdoor area! The work
was started by Simon Hutchinson from The Climbing Tree which included a redevelopment of the mud kitchen area;
including plumbing the rain water tank to a new mudpit pump, overhead shade, reconfigurations of ground, rock edging
and facilities, numerous plants and an entrance. Another area created was a new vegetable garden; including raised
garden beds, trellising, shade, garden central box, storage seat, and an insect hotel. The original decking, slide and
climbing rope area also had a huge facelift. These changes and additions included a new treehouse lookout, modifications
to the rock scramble climbing wall, a soft fall area with edging, tunnel below the deck, as well as a new balancing and rope
climbing course. Towards the end of the year, despite our desire in wanting Simon’s expertise, we changed hands in the
project to Ash from Sticks and Stones, to continue the final stages. This was due to over commitments in Simon’s
business to other off site jobs and his inability to continue to pursue the development, despite our ongoing patience with
him. Therefore over the 2018/2019 holidays, Ash continued the outdoor project with more additions to the outdoor area.
Please see full Chairperson report for more...
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Quality improvement planning
Reflecting on our 2018 Quality Improvement Plan, staff and Governing Council felt that so much was achieved and
improved upon throughout the year. The following is a brief overview including achievements and next steps.
IMPROVEMENT PRIORITY 1: CHILDREN AS ACTIVE CITIZENS WITH RIGHTS - Ensure that children are authentically
and actively making decisions about their individual learning goals and of the larger group of children including the
physical learning environment and processes and programs within it.
ACHIEVEMENTS: Children were actively involved in individual goal setting and sharing. Children were using the
language of learning and understood the power of YET. Educators were more intently looking for opportunities for
children to make decisions about their learning and supporting them to be empowered to advocate for themselves as a
competent and capable child. Communication policy was reviewed and updated and children's individual learning goals
were shared with families.
NEXT STEPS: Educators to work collaboratively to determine an effective process to ensure that the reflection and
sharing cycle happens everyday for 2019. This includes the sharing of learning intentions with educators, children and
families. Look at sharing children's learning goals on Seesaw and learning folders in a more formalised, effective way. In
2019 begin the process of children setting learning goals a lot earlier now that we understand how it works. Tie in IP2 with
a text around 'child as an active citizen with rights' to get educators thinking about other ways children can be making
decisions for their learning and life.
IMPROVEMENT PRIORITY 2: EDUCATOR'S COLLABORATIVE PERFORMANCE DEVELOPMENT - Ensure that
educators are authentically engaged in critical reflection of their own and the team's practice including areas of MSK
identified focus such as: Reggio Emilia principles/research; Big Ideas In Number; STEM/nature play principles and
phonological awareness and using strategies including: intentional teaching; responsive teaching and scaffolding practice;
and child directed learning.
ACHIEVEMENTS: Educators committed to collaborative performance development around reflecting their practice on
how they actively listen to children which led to educators authentically "co-researching" with children and being more
tuned in to everything that they did, said and made decisions about for/with children.
NEXT STEPS: Improve on the process; use the Department new template, choose a more engaging text to work with and
link to IP1 "children as active citizens with rights", formalise the process and document more effectively, support educators
to reflect on other's practice as well as their own promoting robust dialogue for improvement for children.
IMPROVEMENT PRIORITY 3: CONTINUITY OF LEARNING FOR COMPETENT AND CAPABLE CHILDREN - Continue
to work towards continuity of learning for our children through advocating the 'competent and capable' child who is a
citizen with 'rights' to our local schools, the wider Sea & Vines Partnership, our families, our local community and directly
to our children.
ACHIEVEMENTS: Educators worked hard to promote the competent and capable child - atelier computer and ipads were
purchased, implementation of emails and Seesaw app. Community research work successful but educators struggled to
find ways/time to take children to the next level of "active citizen with rights" etc.
NEXT STEPS: Competent and capable child who is a citizen with rights - more learning about finding ways for children to
actively make decisions/have influence and impact on the world around them: look at this through community research,
through work with school, through collaborative staff PDR and reflections.
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Enrolment
Enrolment by Term
Term 2
Term 3

Year

Term 1

Term 4

2015

90

90

92

92

2016

88

86

88

88

2017

90

90

86

87

2018

94

94

95

94

NOTE: The data is based on person counts in the two week reference period each term. Excludes pre-entry.
Source: Preschool data collection, Data Reporting and Analytics directorate.

Enrolment comment
Madge Sexton Kindergarten continues to have a high enrolment demand due to our high quality learning programmes,
therefore has a Priority of Access in place to support an equitable intake process. Each year we have up to 160 children
on our books for limited spaces. At the beginning of 2018 our physical capacity was 45 meaning we could accommodate
90 children, however our warranted staffing with 1:11 ratios in place meant we could accommodate 44 (90 children).
However we were approved to take extra children as some in zone children needed places after the enrolment process
had been completed and therefore we were given staffing to accommodate 50 children in one group, taking our enrolment
intake up to 94 for the 2018 year. Please note the 2018 Term 3 enrolment figure of 95 is incorrect and should read 94,
this was an error due to the crossover of when a child left and a new one replaced her not being taken on/off EYS.

Attendance
Year

Term 1

Term 2

Term 3

Term 4

2015 centre

99.1%

98.5%

98.7%

87.9%

2016 centre

98.8%

97.9%

97.3%

98.3%

2017 centre

98.2%

97.0%

97.2%

96.3%

2018 centre

98.0%

97.7%

2015 state

92.4%

90.2%

87.8%

88.5%

2016 state

91.1%

89.6%

87.9%

87.9%

2017 state

90.6%

88.8%

86.7%

87.7%

2018 state

90.8%

88.7%

Based on attendances recorded in the two week reference period each term. Data for eligible enrolments as described in the department's
Enrolment policy.
Attendance rates may differ to previous reporting with the transfer from calculations based on deemed attendance to actual attendance using
booked hours divided by attended hours.

Attendance comment
The attendance percentages continue to be high for Madge Sexton Kindergarten which we believe is attributed to the work
we do around belonging and connections with the children, which in turn makes the children and families not want to miss
out on any sessions. The groups sessions offered were determined through parent surveys so we believe this also
attributes to families being able to get their child(ren) to Kindy for every session. Each group's sessions are continuous in
terms of days offered (i.e. Mon/Tues/Wed and Thurs/Fri/Mon) therefore continuity of learning has also supported
authenticity and meaning for each and every child and family.
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Destination schools
Feeder Schools (Site number - Name)

2016

2017

2018

0198 - Kangarilla Primary School

0.0%

3.0%

0.0%

0250 - McLaren Flat Primary School

25.0%

20.0%

27.0%

0251 - McLaren Vale Primary School

57.0%

57.0%

56.0%

0289 - Mount Compass Area School

0.0%

0.0%

1.0%

1071 - Moana Primary School

1.0%

0.0%

0.0%

8030 - Sunrise Chrstn Schl:Mrphtt Vl Campus

0.0%

1.0%

0.0%

8163 - Willunga Waldorf School

0.0%

1.0%

0.0%

8390 - Prescott College Southern

0.0%

0.0%

1.0%

8418 - Southern Vales Christian College

0.0%

1.0%

1.0%

8498 - Tatachilla Lutheran College

13.0%

11.0%

10.0%

9133 - Galilee Catholic School

0.0%

2.0%

0.0%

9402 - Sunrise Christian School

1.0%

0.0%

0.0%

9756 - All Saints Catholic Primary School

1.0%

1.0%

2.0%

Total

100%

100%

100%

NOTE: The data is collected in Term 3. It does not reflect actual schools enrolled in by exiting preschool children.
Source: Data Source: Site Performance Reporting System (SPER), Term 3 2018 collection.

Destination schools comment
Many children's school preferences changed after this data was published hence the data above is incorrect. Correct
data is as follows: 59% MVPS, 29% MFPS, 9% Tatachilla, 2% All Saints and 1% SVCC. MVPS continues to be our main
feeder school, with MFPS the next popular Department for Education school. Since 2016 we began intensive work within
the SV Partnership to ensure effective transitional pedagogy supports the children and families with their move from the
Kindergarten into school and increase enrolment into local Dept. schools which we can see from this data has had an
impact so far.
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Client opinion summary
There was a positive response from the parent opinion surveys about the way that we operate at MSK from the 29 families
that participated in the feedback. Here are some comments: QUALITY OF TEACHING AND LEARNING- "The highest
standard of teaching and learning is definitely being implemented at MSK. My child is being encouraged to enter into a
variety of interesting and enjoyable learning experiences that line up with the curriculum. My child is viewed as competent
and capable and encouraged to explore her ideas through project based learning, while being encouraged to set individual
goals." SUPPORT OF LEARNING-"My child has speech issues which are catered for, not just by the speech pathologist,
but by the teachers who give him regular sessions and practice tasks to improve on." "My child's emotional development
is fostered within the MSK environment. Each of the educators and workers show genuine care for my child and
understand her strengths and areas of learning that need development. They provide my child with resources that are
beautiful, and all resources are valued and cared for by the children and displayed within the beautiful learning
environment. Both the outdoor area and indoor space are set up to support a variety of playful learning experiences.
RELATIONSHIPS AND COMMUNICATION- "The staff keep parents informed using Learning journals, Seesaw app,
detailed documentation,learning conversations, family days, community days, spontaneous conversation, notice boards
and emails. All staff members are approachable and make themselves available. LEADERSHIP AND DECISION
MAKING-"Madge Sexton is very well managed and all teachers are on the same page showing us that the leadership and
management of the Kindy and it's education programme is being run very well." "All the staff are wonderful and that's a
huge understatement."

Relevant history screening
Relevant persons working or volunteering at Madge Sexton Kindergarten were required to obtain and provide a copy of
DCSI clearance where appropriate including: staff members; Third party providers (IT technicians, cleaners, gardener,
class photographers, visiting performers. etc.); and student teachers and volunteers - University, TAFE, secondary school,
etc.

Financial statement
Funding Source

Amount

1.

Grants: State

2.

Grants: Commonwealth

3.

Parent Contributions

46,837.40

4.

Other

36,846.30

630,914.29
N/A

2018 Preschool annual report: Improved outcomes funding
Improved outcomes category
(where applicable to the site)

Improved outcomes for numeracy and literacy

Improved ECD and parenting outcomes
(children's centres only)

Improved outcomes for children with disabilities

Briefly describe how the 2018 funding was used to improve the relevant department's standard of educational
achievement outcomes (where applicable):*

Outcomes achieved or progress towards these
outcomes:

2018 funding for improving outcomes for numeracy and literacy were used in the following ways;
educator release to work on planning, assessment and reporting processes and documents using
The Early Years Learning Framework and the Preschool Indicators of Numeracy and Literacy;
professional development for educators in Big Ideas in Number, Deb Lasscock; educator release to
work with other Preschool and Reception educators around continuity of learning for children in
literacy and numeracy; and purchasing resources for the teaching and learning programs around
literacy and numeracy.

All planning, assessment and reporting
practices are aligned with EYLF and
Indicators of N & L. Children had growth in
their individual numeracy and literacy
goals. Educators more competent in
literacy and numeracy content & therefore
able to effectively support children.

Children who required additional support for speech, language, behaviour and other areas were
supported either through Department for Education funding or Site budget funding to ensure their
needs identified in their NEP and/or ILP were catered for and worked towards by the whole staff
team in partnership with families. Educators supported children one on one or in group situations in
the learning program; and educators were released to work with support services staff, families &
school staff.
N/A

Improved outcomes for non-English speaking
children who received bilingual support

* The department's standard of educational achievement is defined as children and young people progressing and achieving at or above their appropriate year level.

